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MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD
This week across the school we have been celebrating Black
History Month. In assembly, we learnt about George Speck
Crum, a brilliant African American Chef who invented crisps!
The children delighted in the story and we had crisps today at
break-time as a special nod towards his culinary contributions
to the modern world. The children all agreed that crisps were
one of their favourite treats and were delighted to learn more
about the origin of these tasty snacks!

Cake and Tea with Mrs B
This week, it was my pleasure to be joined by Nissi, Vaajas,

CERTIFICATES AWARDED THIS
WEEK

MIRAAN SUKHUJA R
MAYA STAVREV R

Jasmine and Deeva for tea. These delightful, articulate children

AARAV PATEL Y1

shared their favourite out of school activities with me and it was

SUMMER SOBCZAK Y2

lovely to hear them take pleasure in describing these favourite

KUSH DESAI Y3
KERA ADEROJU Y3

activities. It is so important that all children develop hobbies out-

YOUSUF BEG Y4

side the classroom, things that they can get passionate about.

IWINOSA OSARUMWENSE Y4

This is essential for their personal development but also makes an

ELIYAAN JAMIL Y5

excellent point of discussion during interviews.

YASH BID Y5
KEYA CHANDARIA Y5
AMARA TAILOR Y6
Quote of the week.
The first to apologise is the bravest
The first to forgive the strongest

We will be supporting the Poppy Appeal

The first to forget the happiest

Hello Parents, students and teachers!
We are delighted to inform you that from this point onwards, Emma Shah and Neeya Patel –
Head Girls, will be interviewing a few students and teachers to see how they find learning and
teaching in this new way. This week we have had the pleasure of interviewing two pupils in Year
5: Riya Thakore and Rian Malde.
This is what they had to say:
Riya:
How has Year 5 been so far?
I am thoroughly enjoying Year 5 so far because it is challenging, interesting and above all lots of
fun. I have set myself some personal goals to achieve throughout the year. Mrs Dave is a
brilliant teacher and I am learning lots of new methods of learning. It has been wonderful to be
reunited with my classmates again after many months of being in Lockdown.
If you had to pick a favourite subject what would it be?
It’s very difficult choose a favourite subject at Holland House, because they are all extremely
interesting and I enjoy something different about each one. However, if I had to pick a favourite
subject I would choose Composition, as I enjoy being creative and utilising the vast vocabulary I
have accumulated since joining this school at the beginning of Year 4.
What are you most looking forward to this year?
This year, I am most looking forward to are weekly tests which will further motivate me to keep
improving my work. I also am extremely excited about the PGL residential trip in the Summer
Term to top off what will be another incredible year at Holland House School.
Rian:
How has Year 5 been so far?
I have been so happy to see my friends and teachers at school again. Mrs Dave has taught us
lots of new things but this has been refreshing because she is also very kind.
If you had to pick a favourite subject wat would it be?
Maths is definitely my favourite subject because everything makes sense!
What are you most looking forward to this year?
I can’t wait for Mrs King to start her swimming lessons again. She is going to be impressed with
my Lockdown fitness.

